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ABSTRACT:

The quality of tunnel excavation is evaluated by comparing the excavated tunnel and the design model. Terrestrial laser scanning
(TLS) provides surveyors with dense and accurate three-dimensional (3D) point clouds for excavation model reconstruction. How-
ever, sufficient attention has not been paid to incorporating design models for tunnel point cloud processing. In this paper, a technical
framework that combines TLS point clouds and the design model for tunnel excavation evaluation is proposed. Firstly, the point
clouds are sliced into cross-sections and the feature points are accordingly extracted. Then, considering the structure of the design
model, feature point deficiencies are repaired by topological and parametric model interpolation. Finally, the excavation quality is
evaluated in terms of the deviation of centerlines and 3D models. This method is validated in the case study. Experiments show
that the deviation of centerline azimuth is acceptable but there remain considerable overbreak and underbreak, which respectively
account for 20.6% and 11.2% of the design excavation volume.

1. INTRODUCTION

As important infrastructures of water conservancy and trans-
portation engineering, a considerable number of tunnels have
been excavated in recent years. Design models (Figure 1 (a) (b))
are primary guidelines for tunnel excavation. During the excav-
ation by drilling or blasting, constructors have to evaluate the
deviation between the excavated tunnel and the design model,
including the volume of underbreak or overbreak and the bias
of centerlines (Cui et al., 2019; Fekete et al., 2010). These
indicators not only reflect the quality of excavation but also
guide the subsequent project arrangement (Xu et al., 2018). Be-
sides, design models provide an important basis for tunnel point
clouds analysis as a local position reference.

In the past decade, terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) has been
widely used in the feature extraction and three-dimensional
(3D) reconstruction of tunnel excavation (Figure 1 (c)), since
it can efficiently collect dense and accurate 3D point clouds in
the tunnel (Dong et al., 2020; Panella et al., 2020). Some early
studies revealed the potentials and challenges of laser scanning
for tunnel construction management (Fekete et al., 2010; Wang
et al., 2014). Pejić (2013) discussed the general principles for
planning and optimizing the deployment of laser scanning to-
wards better point completeness and measurement accuracy.
When processing the collected data, it is a straightforward idea
to create a polygon mesh from the point clouds, which offers
the advantage of convenient volume calculation and intuitive
visualization. However, case studies demonstrated that creating
a 3D polygon mesh model was demanding in terms of compu-
tational resources, and led to geometry ambiguity in the form
of overlapping faces (Gikas, 2012).
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Figure 1. The design model and terrestrial laser scanning point
clouds of a tunnel. (a) Design cross-section; (b) design 3D solid

model; (c) terrestrial laser scanning point clouds after
excavation.

Thereby, extra labor is required to improve the quality of the
3D model. Recent studies generally segment the point clouds
into cross-sections for further analysis and 3D model creation,
which conforms to the convention of designers and construct-
ors (Attard et al., 2018; Yi et al., 2019). Kang et al. (2014)
extracted the tunnel central axis using a segment-wise fitting
strategy and proposed an interpolation algorithm to enhance the
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cross-section point clouds. Qiu and Cheng (2017) also extrac-
ted cross-section points based on central axis calculation, and
further removed the non-lining points for the DEM (Digital El-
evation Model) generation. To reduce the interference of cables
and other equipment in tunnels, Xu et al. (2018) adopted iterat-
ive circular fitting, and Cui et al. (2019) used wavelet filtering.
However, there are still several open problems.

Great progress has been made in applications of terrestrial laser
scanning for tunnels. First, TLS suffers inconsistency of point
density and deficiency by rock occlusion, challenging the 3D
model reconstruction (Soudarissanane et al., 2011). Second,
tunnel point clouds are generally processed without consider-
ing the structure of the design model. Third, the volume and
position of rock overbreak or underbreak should be calculated
and intuitively demonstrated.

Therefore, in this work, the evaluation of tunnel excavation
is carried out by integrating TLS point clouds and the design
model. The main contributions are as follows.

• A set of feature points are extracted to delineate the con-
tour of each cross-section. Then the feature point deficien-
cies that correspond to different structures of the design
model are completed separately. These feature points con-
stitute the contour of the excavation and facilitate sub-
sequent 3D evaluation.

• The centerline of the excavation is reconstructed accord-
ing to the design alignments by minimizing a customized
residual function. Meanwhile, the volume and position of
rock overbreak and underbreak are evaluated based on the
reconstructed excavation model and design model.

2. METHOD

The proposed framework mainly consists of three steps. First,
after the data preprocessing, point clouds are sliced and projec-
ted into cross-sections to extract feature points. Second, topolo-
gical and parametric models are generated to complete the fea-
ture point deficiencies. Third, incorporating the design model,
the excavation quality is evaluated in terms of centerlines and
3D models. Figure 2 demonstrates the pipeline of the proposed
method.

2.1 Cross-Section Feature Point Extraction

Point clouds are firstly registered to the local construction co-
ordinate system where the model is designed. The noise and
points below ground reflected by water are then removed. Sub-
sequently, the data are subsampled by assigning a minimum
distance between points to reduce data redundancy. The center-
line of the design model is the reference for the cross-section
slicing. For each cross-section, the points are split into differ-
ent groups according to their relative positions to the design
model. Specifically, the profile of the design cross-section S
is firstly split into segments Si=1···n. If the shortest line link
from point P to S falls on Si, then P is assigned to point group
Gi. Next, the outermost point relative to the design model in
Gi=1···n is selected as the representative feature point. These
feature points delineate the contour of cross-sections and in the
meantime eliminate the interference of in-tunnel object points
(e.g., people, survey instruments). Figure 3 illustrates the point
groups and the extracted contour.

Figure 2. Overview of the proposed framework.

2.2 Structure-Aware Feature Point Completion

Considering point deficiencies between stations caused by oc-
clusion, it is beneficial to generate a complete and evenly dis-
tributed point set towards an accurate tunnel 3D model. After
the feature point extraction, if point group Gi is empty, the seg-
ment Si of this cross-section is considered suffering missing
points. In this step, both the previously extracted feature points
and the structure of the design model are considered. It is as-
sumed that the neighboring feature points and the design model
jointly introduce the local geometric characteristics of point de-
ficiencies. The feature points are classified into floor points,
lateral wall points and ceiling points because the models are de-
signed by integrating various geometric elements. For example,
the tunnel used in our experiment features an arched ceiling but
a planar wall. Concretely, floor feature points support the con-
struction of an in-tunnel topographic terrain model, so that the
tunnel floor is completed by interpolation of the model. Simil-
arly, feature points corresponding to lateral walls are connected
to a polygon mesh for completion. As for point completion
on the arched ceiling, a local parametric model is fitted after
inlier extraction via RANSAC (RANdom SAmple Consensus)
(Nurunnabi et al., 2017; Schnabel et al., 2007). The structure
of the design model is involved for the selection of geometric
models when building connections of feature points.

2.3 Tunnel Excavation Evaluation

Centerline Fitting and Evaluation Lines, arcs and spirals
constitute the horizontal curve of the design model. Mathemat-
ically, they are represented by a common parametric model in
Equation (1) but in different parameter ranges (Table 1). The
curve length parameter u denotes the 2D curve length from
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Figure 3. Cross-section point segmentation and the extracted
feature points and contours. The point groups Gi=1···n in each
cross-section is demonstrated in different colors. The red points
are the extracted feature points. The blue lines are the contours.

The black curve is the profile of the design cross-section S.

(X0, Y0) to (X(u, p), Y (u, p)) and p denotes the curve para-
meters {µ, κ, ψ}.

 X (u, p) = X0 +
∫ u

0
cos
(
µ+ κt+ 1

2
ψt2
)
dt

Y (u, p) = Y0 +
∫ u

0
sin
(
µ+ κt+ 1

2
ψt2
)
dt

(1)

Curve Element µ κ ψ

Lines [0,2π) 0 0
Arcs [0,2π) [-0.05,0.05] 0

Spirals [0,2π) [-0.05,0.05] [-0.0025,0.0025]

Table 1. Parameter ranges for horizontal design curve elements.

The centroid of the completed feature points ci=1···nc in each
cross-section is extracted to be fitted. First, ci=1···nc is segmen-
ted based on the design centerline into ns segments. For in-
stance, ns = 3 in our experiment data, and the centroid points
which fall in the circular arc segments will be fitted accord-
ing to the parameter range of arcs in Table 1. The location of
(X0, Y0), as the starting point of each segment, is thus determ-
ined by the segmentation result. Then, global curve fitting is
performed by minimizing a customized residual function R as
shown in Equation (2), where P denotes the curve parameter
pj=1···ns for each curve segment. nc denotes the number of
centroid points and ns denotes the number of design curve seg-
ments.

R =

nc∑
i=1

Di(c,P ) +

ns−1∑
j=1

λ∆(j,j+1) (2)

In Equation (2), Di(c,P ) denotes the residual from the
centroids c and the parametric curve segments, whose para-
meter is pj ∈ P , as shown in Equation (3). This term is based
on the primary principle that the fitted curve should be close to
the extracted centroid points.

Di(c,P ) =
∥∥∥(Xi, Yi)−

(
X
(
ui, p

j
)
, Y
(
ui, p

j
))∥∥∥ (3)

Besides, to encourage the fitting method to fill the spatial gaps

on segment junctions, we introduce the smooth terms ∆(j,j+1).
∆(j,j+1) denotes the intersection gap between the p th and the
p + 1 th curve segments as shown in (4), where lj is the curve
length of the j th segment.

∆(j,j+1) =
∥∥∥(Xj+1

0 , Y j+1
0

)
−
(
X
(
lj , pj

)
, Y
(
lj , pj

))∥∥∥
(4)

After the centroid points segmentation, the residual function
in Equation (2) is globally formulated and minimized for the
tunnel. This residual function takes different curve elements
into consideration and helps generate a segment-wise curve that
shares consistent curve models with the design model. Also, the
continuity between segments is guaranteed due to the smooth
term. This facilitates the parametric evaluation of centerlines
comparing to the design model.

Model Reconstruction and Comparison Based on the fea-
ture points after completion, the 3D excavation mesh model is
constructed and contrasted to the design model as shown in Fig-
ure 4. Because the feature points are selected or complemented
as representative points from each cross-section, directly con-
structing a polygon mesh will not lead to geometry confusion
like face overlapping. Boolean operations are performed for
the comparison between the excavation model and the design
model. Their intersection shows the volume of valid excav-
ation. Meanwhile, the overbreak and underbreak models are
constructed by 3D mesh model subtraction.

Figure 4. The reconstructed excavation model and the design
model. (a) The reconstructed 3D excavation model; (b) the

excavation model overlaid on the design model.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dataset Overview The terrestrial laser scanning data was
collected during the extension project of Wuqiang Creek Hy-
dropower Station, Hunan Province, China. The scanning equip-
ment was Leica ScanStation P40 and the point clouds were re-
gistered using the preset tie points. Additionally, the design
model, including a measurable entity model and the paramet-
ers for cross-sections and centerlines, was provided by the tun-
nel designers. The designed tunnel centerline contains straight
lines and arcs, of which the total length is about 820 m. The
designed cross-section features an arched ceiling. Figure 1
demonstrates the data for experiments.
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Parameter Settings In our experiment, the inter-slice dis-
tance between the successive cross-sections is set to 0.5 m. Ex-
periments showed that the inter-slice distances ranging from 0.2
m to 1.0 m were all feasible in this dataset. Closer inter-slice
distance leads to more missing points in cross-sections, and a
larger value causes the loss of small geometry features. Each
cross-section was segmented into 20 parts when extracting fea-
ture points, which was tuned empirically. When performing
structure-aware feature point completion, the neighboring re-
gion of a cross-section was set to 2.5 m along the centerline.

Figure 5. The extracted tunnel cross-sections overlaid on the
point clouds. Only the first one of each five successive

cross-sections is shown (i.e., 2.5 m interval).

Qualitative Results The initial cross-section feature points
were refined with the structure-aware feature point comple-
tion so that they can outline the tunnel profiles even with point
deficiencies between scanning stations, as shown in Figure 5.
The centerline of excavation was extracted as parametric curve
segments as shown in Figure 6, which is in accordance with
the design specifications. The completed tunnel grid DEM
(Digital Elevation Model) was also interpolated and rendered
based on the floor feature points. Accordingly, parametric curve
evaluation was performed in terms of the bias of azimuth and
curvature radius. In Figure 7, the comparison between the tun-
nel excavation model and the design model based on model
boolean operations is demonstrated. Although the excavation
was according to the design model, there remained evident
overbreak and underbreak, which were rendered and measured
in the result.

Figure 6. The reconstructed terrain model and the extracted
centerline curve elements of the excavation tunnel.

Figure 7. Excavation model evaluation. (a) The excavation
model and the design model; (b) the overbreak model; (c) the

underbreak model.

Quantitative Results Segment-wise centerline deviation
evaluation was performed according to the extracted parameters
and the design parameters. According to the experiment result
shown in Table 2, the azimuth bias of segment AB is 0.017◦and
the azimuth bias of segment CD is 0.002◦. The curvature radius
of the design model of segment BC is 150.00 m and the extrac-
ted curvature radius is 149.951 m. These results reveal that the
bias between the excavation centerline and the design center-
line is acceptable for constructors. However, it is noticed that
there remains the bias of starting points for each segment of the
excavated centerline, which is caused by the evident overbreak
or underbreak.

The excavation model was reconstructed and evaluated accord-
ing to the design model. The overbreak and underbreak mod-
els were constructed as shown in Figure 7. Experiment results
showed that the overbreak volume is 1730.9 m3 and the un-
derbreak volume is 943.1 m3, which respectively account for
20.6% and 11.2% of the design excavation volume.

Analysis of Feature Point Completion The structure-aware
point cloud completion was shown valid for increasing the con-
sistency between excavation and the reconstructed 3D model
as shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 (a) illustrates that the point
clouds suffered considerable deficiencies, making the recon-
structed 3D model failed to outline the tunnel (Figure 8 (c)).
Without the completion, the point clouds in certain regions were
too sparse to provide enough geometric characteristics for 3D
reconstruction. The completion strategy integrates the structure
of the design model (Figure 8 (b)) and the characteristics of
local point clouds, and thus provides better 3D modeling per-
formance (Figure 8 (d)).

Limitations and Outlooks The inter-slice distance between
cross-sections and the number of feature points in each cross-
section determine the level of geometric details. However, they
are tuned empirically in the proposed method. In recent years,
mobile tunnel inspecting systems have shown great potential
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Segment
Starting Point (SP) SP Deviation

/ m
Azimuth (AB, CD) / °

Radius (BC) / m
Deviation

Azimuth (°) / Radius (m)X / m Y / m

AB (Line)
Design -309.39 -321.22

0.11
66.512

0.017
Excavation -309.42 -321.33 66.495

BC (Arc)
Design 173.28 -111.47

0.07
150.000

0.049
Excavation 173.23 -111.42 149.951

CD (Line)
Design 263.49 25.59

0.11
0.190

0.002
Excavation 263.40 25.53 0.192

Table 2. Results of the segment-wise centerline deviation evaluation.

Figure 8. Comparison of point clouds and different models. (a)
The collected TLS point clouds, the extracted and the completed

featured points. Feature points are colored orange. (b) Design
model; (c) reconstructed 3D model without feature point

completion; (d) reconstructed 3D model after feature point
completion.

due to their advantages in efficiency and data quality. Fur-
ther studies are worthwhile using integrated laser scanning data
from various platforms for tunnel inspection.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a technical framework for evaluating tunnel ex-
cavation by incorporating TLS point clouds and design mod-
els is proposed. It firstly extracts feature points from each
cross-section and then reduces the point deficiencies using the
structure-aware point completion strategy towards an accurate
3D excavation model. Finally, the excavation quality is evalu-
ated in terms of centerlines and 3D models. This work is val-
idated in the case study. The results show that the centerline
azimuth deviation is acceptable but considerable overbreak and
underbreak need further drilling or backfilling.
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